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FOREWORD 

This report is a case study of soybean processing operations of Agro Processors
 
Private Limited of Nagpur, Maharashtra, India. This small, specialized soybean
 
processing organization needed facilities to produce low-fat soybean flour of
 
high quality with a limited capital investment. The facilities and procedures
 

that are described were evolved by experimentation, largely through a process of 
trial and error. They illustrate how, by the use of ingenuity, at modest added 
cost, improvements can be made over conventional techniques used in expeller proc
essing. 

The information about capital investments, yields, operating costs, and 
capacity of facilities is that reported by Agro Proces.,ors in 1972. Although 
it was not verified by detailed investigation, we believe it is dependable. As 
pointed out elsewhere, it is to be expected that costs and performance will vary 
under different conditions. 

We are deeply indebted to A. S. Parchure, managing director of Agro Processors, 
who cooperated wholeheartedly in moking this information available for publication. 
It is hoped that his development and sharing of improved technology will set a 
precedent that will benefit the soybean industry in all countries where it is 
developing, and thereby the many consumers who can advantageously use soybean 
flour of high quality. 

Credit is due Idon E. Rice, formerly fooO formulation technologist,
 
United States Agency for International Development (USAID), New Delhi, for
 
helpful suggestions. The authors are responsible for any errors or other
 

shortcomings in the publication.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
 

Agro Processors' operations involve production of low-fat soybean flour of high 

quality by the use of (1) dal-making equipment, (2) a modified expeller, and
 

(3) a pulverizer. Modifications made in the expeller include (1) providing gaps
 

in the conveyor screw, (2) adding a section of "reverse" screw near the outlet 

end of the expeller box, (3) using high-quality steel for the conveyor screw, 

expeller box, and cage bars, and (4) reducing the speed of the expeller by 

approximately one-fourth. 

The piocess involves splitting the soybeans into dal and adding measured 

quantities of water to the dal and cake before the first and second pressings. 
Twice-pressed cake, after grinding, may be used for bakery and other products 
that receive further cooking. To produce flour suitable for consumption with 

little or no cooking, the material receives a third expelling in which pressure 
is slightly higher and the interval in the expeller somewhat longer than in the 
first or second pressing. Operations are performed under sanitary conditions.
 

The procedure recovers a large proportion of the oil. It produces soybean flour 

of high quality which has received heat treatment suited to its intended use. In 
acceptance research, respondentE' reactions to an 80 to 20 percent blend of whole 
wheat flour and this flour were relatively favorable. The blend containing this 
flour received distinctly higher ratings than a blend containing 20 percent full
fat . y flour carefully made by the so-called "village" method. 

In 1972 the facilities needed to process 1 ton of soybeans per day involved 
an investment of about 80,000 rupees. This investment can be reduced if the 
building is rented rather than owned, if dal is made by hand rather than by 
machine, or if an existing expeller can be modified instead of getting a new 
machine. 

The operation was budgeted using prices and yields as reported by the company. 
Soybeans were priced at 1,100 rupees per ton. Product yields and prices were: 60 

percent flour at 1,500 rupees oer ton, 15 percent oil at 3,000 rupees, 20 percent 
cattle feed at 300 rupees, and 5 percent waste. With these assumptions, 300 days' 
operation at capacity with one shift of labor would produce a profit of 36,200 
rupees, equivalent to a total return (including interest charged on fixed capital) 
of 55 percent on the investment in facilities. Capacity operation at two shifts 
per Jay would produce higher net returns, while operation at one-half and one
fourth of capacity would result in a modest profit and a small loss, respectively. 
If the price of soybean flour were 1,250 rupees per ton and other prices the same, 
operations would be unprofitable even with two shifts at full capacity. However, 

if soybeans were obtained at 1,000 rupees per ton it would be profitable to pro
duce flour at 1,250 rupees if operations could be maintained at one-half of greater 
capacity. 
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The capital investment in solvent extraction facilities of 10 tons per day 

capacity would be approximately 18 times that for the expeller operation. The 

high fixed costs for depreciation and interest on investment would permit a 

solvent extraction plant of that size to compete with the modified expeller only 

if the solvent plant were operated at or near full capacity. Because of the 

large investment and high fixed costs, the risk of a heavy loss if operation is 
considerably below capacity or if there is no remunerative market for the flour 

is much greater for the solvent than for the modified expeller ope ration. 

These considerations suggest that here may be a place for modifled expeller 

operations under conditions existing in India as well as in other underdeveloped 
countries where soybean production is limited and soy flour can alleviate nutri

tional deficiencies. These operations appear best suited to small-volume processors 

with limited capital and were adapted solvent extraction facilities are unavaLl

able, supplies of soybeans are limited, and neither production nor markets have 

become stabilized. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Soybeans are an inexpensive source of high-quality protein. They are especially 
rich in lysine, an essential amino acid that is deficient in most cereal-based 
diets. 

Soybean flour, which is comparatively easy and inexpensive to process, is 
one of the most promising forms in which to use soybean p.rotein i.r the human 
diet. Acceptance studies of soyboan-enriched wheat flour for use in chapat is 
have shown that most consumers prefer defatted or low-fat soy flour. These 
st adies also have shown that there will be [limited demand for ,;oybean flour for 
use in cliapatis unless it is available at a price that permits consumie('rs to ust,! 
soy-blended flour with little increase in cost above the cost of i:*neat flour. 1 

E ff1ci.tn production of high-CquaIL[y soybean flour poses pcoblems in areas 
that are just beginning soybean production. In india most existing solvent 
extraction plants, which have been designed to process oilseed cake, cannot 
produce soybean flour of good quality without installing preparation, grindin, 

and toasting equiipment..--and some plants are not suitable for such modification. 
Moreover, in S0e cases the plants are not located near the major potentia.l areas 
of soybean production, and shipping rates on soybeans are high. 

If operated at or near capacitv, large-volume sol.vent extracLttion plants with 
suitable equipment can efficiently process soybeans into oil and bighL-quality 
flour. However, such plants involve large investients and high fixed costs, and 
there is much risk in establishing such facilities before soybean-produc ilIg areas 
are clearly delineated. Moreover, no matter what the location, operating costs 
per ton for such1 plants will be excessive itf there are not enough s;oyboans t1o run 
them at or near capacity. Unwillingness of potential processors to incur these 
risks and high costs In the early years of soybean production rerards deve loplment 
of a market for soybeans, which, in turn, discourages production. 

Because of these conditions, in the early years of soYbean production in 
India there has been considerable interest in using expellers (mechanical presses) 
to process soybeans. However, -he usual practice of double pressing generally 
leaves ap)roximately 7 perceni oil (about one-third of the erig i nal oiI content 
of Lhe soybeans) in the cake. This complicates grinding, increases tih cost of 
flour made from the cake, and yields flour of higher fat con tenL than consniume rs 
may consider desirable for use in products such as coIapatis. 

The other disadvantage of conventional expellin g grows out of problems in 
regulating the heat that is generated in processing. Soybeans or soybean products 
must be heat treated during processing to inactivate antitrypsin and other factors 
that iaduce the nutritional value of the product, to improve flavor, to lengthen 
shelf life, and to obtain desired functional characteristics in the flour or other 
end products. Heat treatment should vary with the expected use of tie flour. 
Partial toasting is adequate for flour to be used in baked products such as bread 
or biscuits, but more complete toasting is needed if the flour i.s Co be used in 
foods that receive little or no further cooking. Excessive heating must be avoided, 
however, lest the protein be damaged and the product darkened or scorched. In 
convention.. expelling, it is difficult to provide precisely the amount and degree 
of heat needed. 

iRathod, K. L., and S. W. Williams. Acceptance of Soybean-Enriched Wheat Flour 
for Use in Chapatis. Indian Journal of Nutrition and Dietetics, Vol. 10,
 
pp. 18-26. January 1973.
 
Estimated cost of these modifications was 400,000 rupees (about $53,000) for a
 
plant of 100 tons-per-day capacity. See: Servotech. Soybean Processing
 
Feasibility Study (foi. USAID, India). Vol. 1, p. 125, 1969.
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A small-scale processor cannot exercise the precise control over operations 

or obtain all the economies of operation that are possible with a large plant. 

The type of operation described in this study is suggested only for use by 

processors who, because of a shortage of capital, or limited supplies of raw 

materials, or aversion to risk, or some combination of these factors, must resort 

to such equipment and procedures for small-scale operation as are available with 

limited investment. 

Objectives in Modification of LxpellerOpratiLon 

The management of the unit examined in this case study was aware of thO 

needs and problems outlined above. It had a limited amount of capital to invest. 

Its objectives in adapLiag expeller operations to soyhe an processing were: 

1. 	Low-c :t ;)er:,,t,. Production costs had to be reasonaible if the 

prodlts ,.ore to sell competitivi y ;nd in volume. 

2. 	 __.s_':heiin flojiu-ualflour of de- i red heat treatment. Successful 

merchandi.biagt a dibiesey fLour req ui re. a product that is low 
in fat, attractive in appearance, smell, and taste, sanitary, and 

appropriately heat-treated for its intended use. 

3. Maxi mum reco_ver of oil. The oil. is a valuable constituent of soybeans. 

M1aximumr rccover, of oil lowers the cost of the cake or flour that is 
produced in conjunction with it. Apparent consumer preference for 
soybear flor of lev-fat content also makes it des:-able to recover 

most of the oil in processing. 

4. 	 1 gjr . c-,iO ital. ultimate was a profitablegi urLn 	 The objective 
operation that would provide a high return on capital. Because 

soybean protein sells for considerably more as flour than as cake 
for livestock feed, production of soybean flour was essential if 
the operation was to be profitable at the price being paid for 
soybeans. 

Equipment and Modifications
 

Equipment Used 

The following equipment, installed in a building under sanitary conditions, 

is used by the firm for the production of expeller-pressed soy flour: 

1. 	Dal-making machine. This electrically operated machine recently 

introduced by the firm is designed to split the soybeans and to 
remove the hulls by forced air. It will prczess approximately 5 
tons of soybeans per day (Fig. 2). The dehulled soybean pieces 
thus produced are locally known as "dal." 

There are two important advantages in using dal in place of whole 
soybeans in producing soybean flour: (a) It facilitates extraction 
of the oil. (b) It reduces fiber content of cake, which is desirable 
in producing soy flour for human consumption. 

2. 	Special soya e eller. With capacity to process 1 ton of soybeans per 
day, tile expeller is specially designed for soybeans. It is electrically 
powered and is connected to a filter and oil storage unit (Figs. 3-5). 
(Uhe 	 oil moves by pipe from the expeller to a small covered underground 

tank in the building, from which it is pumped to an oil filter and 
stored outside the building.) 



IIM 
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FIGURE 1. Iland-operatcd store mills (above) have 
traditionally bccn used to produce dal. 
They involve little capital investment. 

FIGURE 2. In land production of dal, hulls arc 
removed from the cracked soybcans by 
this ai cicrit mcthotdo, winnowing. 
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FIGURE 3.A specially designed, electrically operatedFIGURE. machine produces dal-dehulled, cracked 

-- ,.soybeans-at the rate of 5 tons per day.
Hulls are removed by forced air. 

*7-- ,-

-,- ., ., ,.FIGURE4. Small-scale soybean ex
peller operation at Agro 

AV Processors Private im-
C 	 ited, Nagpur, lbarasbitra, 

India. The equipment is 
adapted to the productionIS K of high-qluality soybean
 
flour of' lojw fat content,
 
desirable for use in food
 

, o chapatis.
l~rducts such as 

j'-'$, ..
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FIGURE 5. Close-up of the expeller (above). As soyvbeans are crushed within the expeller 

box, oil passes through cage bars which linle the box. The conveyor screw 
the cake into the basin on the floor. When full) expelled the cake isdischarges 


ground into flour.
 

FIGURE 6. The steel conveyr screw is designed with gaps and a "r0-vers" screw, to slow 

the passage of nateial thro~ugh the expeller, thereby maintaining-4- :nd intensi

lying the pressure that is exerted up1on1 the material. 

-v 

S'.T
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I:IGURFI' 7...At left, so~hcani oil is 
filtered ,and stmied outl

,,sidc Ihc buiilng ill 

SO[CURLoit 7.I~ltill, 8-hl~jf ill 

d0ny.- - w 

-our
soyvbtcal cakel inl l o 
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3. 	Special pulverizer. This micropulverizer grinds soybean cake to flour 
of 100-mesh size (Fig. 6). The special feature is that no excess heat 
is generated during grinding. It will produce 8 quintals (0.8 metric 
ton) of soybean fl our per 8-hour day.
 

4. Other jqu pmen t. flitre is a weighing machine and the firm h1,KN small
 
laboratory with simplec equipmnt for an alzirig e;.tent of leat: trea tment
 
and f:at and protein content of soybean cake and flour.
 

Modi i cat ions 	 n(iOipjienPro c.lhreia 	 -Ld 

Therire arev'aioq 'Ike:- of c'xpelluK in India. oypelc Icr conis ts of ili; An 
convevor ss:crewi,. nliwic W; L iq :,.aries of , by i1eansre. -; Q threa:cdedI :,1 , , 
o0: ley,:-, oi Lhe hiAItL ,Il the c. convo'.' ro:ew tes id eI I 1c:pc 11- c ". W WL!iC 
e:.:pellcr b:::, lo i ia ilnqWn , iicI lic}] tch hr: r I'h th0 o d -ire,. .A:; the1,_- ,iI 
is .pL,l] d it , S ht, ..:eLi i i tris of :ago bars liiny; th, .:-:p le r t::. The 
expeller bh:: is ba ltcd Lce tthcr by . to 12 hc.:vy bts on :i,::s0L.lo, ,pcnding oil 
leng L of- Lice shl It:. 

Th sa . machine used bv Agro Processors and i ts mctiod of ope rtion were 
modifled in these re pocts: 

i. 	 oo r rrew. Sevye raI gaps were made ini the convevor s crew to slow 
the passage of material through the e xpeller, th.e reby keeping iL under 
pres;ure loge.;e r (Fig. 6). In addition, a "rvrse" screw was added 
near the discharge end to slow muvem of th mLc:ater|i al and to intLens;if'' 
the pressuresThe . se adjustments elii l na te the need lor preheoatincg. 

2. E-x eller ho::. The e!xpe ller bo:-:, cage bars, and conveyor sceow were 
made of Iigh-quality stee. , to resist wear and tear and to withistand 
heav pressure. 

3. 	 Speed adjusttment. By changing the size of the pullev on tihe expelcer, 
expeller speed was reduced from the normal 52 revolutions per Kinute 
(rpm) to 38 rpm.
 

4. 	 Added moisture. As described below, measured quantities of water were 
added to the soybeans and cake before the first and second pressings. 

Making Soybean Flour
 

Steps Involved 

The 	steps involved in producing low-fat soy flour are:
 

1. 	 Cleaning soybeans. Soybeans are hand sorted and cleaned by the use 
of "sup" (a small winnowing tray) to remove defective soybeans, dirt, 
and 	 other debris. 

2. 	Making and cleanini dal. UIntI recently, hand-operated mills (Fig. 1) 
consisting of two circular stones, of which the upper one is turned 
by a wooden handle, were used to split the soybeans into dal. In the 
process, soybeans were dehul led. The dal was separated from the itl ls 
and cleaned by winnowing (Fig. 2). Agro Processors now use an eHlectri
cally operated F1.5 horsepower dal-making machline (Fig. 3) made to their 
specifications. Tle hulls and other materials separated from the dal 
are 	sold as cattle feed.
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3. Pressing. Pressing in the expeller extracts oil and provides the
 

necessary heat treatment for optimum nutritional value and good
 

the flour. The cake obtained from the first pressing of the
flavor in 

dal is put through the expeller one or two additional times, depending 

on the use to be made of the flour. The correct proportion of water 

must be added for efficient crushing. If the water is in excess , the 
If
materials are likely to cake on the shaft and block the expl icr. 

and Lhe mataerial maymoisture is de i i nt , expel 1ing is less effect Lve 

emerge as powder rather than as cake, with a reduction in the amount of 

oil e:pelled. Adding moisture in most effective if done sufficiently 

in advance of the expe lling to allow the moisture to penetr ate into the 

dal or cake. 

4. (;rndin flou r . is gr:ound through. micropulvrizcr that does noto Cake 
heat the product during grinding. A micropulvecrzer is used because 

the oil in expceller cake will gum up a conventional grinding maclinc. of 

the t'ype used in mil ling wheat and other grain. Double-pres seid cake is 

put thro ugh the micropulverizcr twice, yielding soy flour of 100-mesh
 
size.
 

.iix~p_5I 5 L,~ __.
l Z 
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irst-expllAni. For every 10 kilograms of soybean dal (containing approxi

mately 6 percent moisture) 200 grams of water is added. Oil yield is about 5 

percent. 

Second expiling.. Cake from the firsr pressing is moistened with 1(101 grams 

of water per 10 kilograms ofl cake and rerun for the second expelling. 'iis 

operation yields about S pe:cent oil. 

The firs t and second expliling processes are continuous, with large batches 

being put through tiiouL s topping t:he macihine. hen the product containing the 

flour is to receive furtha.r cooking, as in biscuits, broad, chapati s, and the 

like, e'xpelling is done twice. When the product is intended for dLrcct human con

sumpt in, a thiLd cxpelling (toasting) is necessar. 

Third expeljng. Nuomloisti're is added for the third expe1ling. A batch of 

cake frcorn thie scond preosing is fed to the ex.p el11r, and the pressure cone is 

tightened slighitlv. When cake from the third pressing has taken on the s.lightl.y 

darkened color that indicates it has received adequate heat treatment, the pres

sure cone is loosened and th cake released. This procedure result.rs in production 

by batchon and Lengthens thu time the cake is in the expeller, thereby "toasting" 

it. It vields f-louc that may be consunied in products that receive no further 
cook ing. 

Temperature inside the expeller during the third pressing has been observed 

to be near 1.100 C (2300 F). At this temperature, it requires skilled operation 

of the expeller to determine, by the degree of darkening in color, when the cake 

has received the desired heat treatment and should be released from the expeller. 

Product Yields
 

By the process described above, with part of the soybeans being pressed
 

three times and part two times, average product yields per ton of soybeans con

taining approximately 6 percent moisture were as follows:
 

http:result.rs
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0.15 ton oil 
0.60 ton flour (5 to 6 percent moisture)
 
0.20 ton cattle feed (hulls and other material winnowed from dal,
 

plus some material filtered from the oil) 
0.05 ton waste (dirt, stones, burned cake, and the like) 

It is to be expected that yields will vary depending upon the moisture and oil
 
content and other characteristics of the soybeans and the skill with nhich they 
are processed. 

Sanitation 

Sanitary conditions are needed for production of soybean flour. The building 
used for this operation had a masonry floor and walls and was screened to keep out 
birds, rats, and other vermin. Raw materials and products were so handled and 
stored as to minimize opportunity for contamination. 

Analysis of the Flour 

Tests of the adequacy of the heat treatment of the flour were made by an 
independent laboratory. Reported protein dispersibility indexes of flour from 
the second expelling ranged between 30 and 35. This range indicatud that flour 
from the second expelling was sufficiently heat treated for use in chapatis, 
biscuits, and other products that would receive additional cooking. Protein 
dispersibility indexes of flour from the third expelling were below 20, indicating 
sufficient heat treatment for the flour to be consumed without further cooking. 3 

Acceptance of the Flour 

Expeller-processed partial-fat soy flour, produced in the manner described 
in this publication, was one of three types of soybean flour tested in an accept
ance study in Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh, India. Like the other types of soybean 
flour used in the study, one part of the expeller-processed soy flour was 
blended with four parts of whole wheat flour and distributed to households for 
use in making chapatis. 

Respondents' reactions to the blend containing LLe partial-fat soy flour 
made in the manner that has been described were relatively favorable. In 20 of 
the 24 characteristics that were evaluated, respondents' ratings of the blend 
containing the expeller-processed soy flour did not differ significantly from the 
ratings of pure wheat flour, which was used as a control. In those same 20 charac
teristics the blend containing the expeller-processed soy flour received ratings 
comparable with those given to the blend containing a high-quality commercial 
grad- of defatted soy flour produced in the United States. The four characteristics 
on which the blend containing the expeller-processed flour were downgraded to a 
moderate extent were (1) odor given off during cooking, (2) smell o! chapatis 
made from the flour, (3) taste of chapatis made from the flour, and (4) overall 
palatability of chapatis made from the flour. In all four characteristics, as 
well as in others, the blend containing the expeller-processed partial-fat soy 
flour received distinctly higher ratings than the blend containing full-fat soy 
flour carefully made by the so-called "village" method. 4 

3 Horan, Francis E. Defatted and Full-Fat Soybean Flours by Conventional 
Processes. Proceedings, International Conference on Soybean Protein Foods, 
Peoria, Illinois, October 1966. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural 
Research Service, 71-35, pp. 129-139, 1967. 

4 Rathod and Williams, op. cit. 
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The adverse 	reactions to the blend containing full-fat soy flour may have
 

to its high fat content. If so, the relative preference for the
been largely due 

blend containing expeller-processed partial-fat soy flour may have traced in
 

to its lower fat content. Whatever the explanation for thisconsiderable measure 
preference, an attractively toasted soy flour was produced by using the modified 

technology in expelling that has been described. 

Economics of the Operation
 

Capital Investment 

Agro Processors reported the investments in facilities shown in Table 1.
 

The buildings and some of the equipment were built under the firm's direct
 

for outside 	professional engineering andsupervision, with little or no payment 
supervisory services. A prospective customer who plans to have complete 

facilitics provided to him on a turn-key basis, in which he pays for those 

services, quite likely will find costs to be higher than those here.reported 

Table 1. Investment in Facilities, Agro Processors Private 
Limited, Nagpur, Maharashtra, India, 1972 

CostItem 

(rupees)
 

30,000
Building (including storage) 


Special soy expeller, 10 hp, capacity 

1 ton soybeans per day, with electrical 
installation (I motor) and filter oil storage 18,000 

12,000Dal-making machine, 0.5 hp 

Special pulverizer, 10 hp, capacity 0.8 ton 

soy flour (100-mesh) per day 15,000 

Weigh bridge, including transport 
5,000
and installation 

a

80,000
Total 


aApproximately $10,670 at the time of the study (7.5 rupees $1). 

An investment of 80,000 rupees is moderate for a soybean-processing and
 

flour-making operation. However, there are alternatives for those interested in 

operating at reduced capital investment: 

1. The largest investment (38 percent of the total) is for building, 

including storage. Under some conditions it may be possible to avoid 

this investment by renting a building, which might cost about 300 rupees 
per month. 

AA2. investment of 12,000 rupees in the dal-maKing machine could be 

avoided by having the dal made by hand-operated mills, each costing 

30 to 40 rupees. Eight women with hand-operated mills can process 
10 quintals (I ton) of soybeans into dal per day, at an estimated 
cost of 5 rupees per quintal. 
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3. There is also the possibility of modifying existing expeller units 
for soybean processing. The distinctive feature of the special soy 
expeller is the shaft, which can be made and fitted in an expeller at
 
an estimated cost of 2,000 rupees. This alternative provides versatility
 
in processing different oil seeds, but it must be weighed in terms of
 
operational feasibility and quality of products to be marketed. Soybean
 
flour for human use should be produced only under highly sanitary con
ditions. Providing those conditions in an existing plant or rented
 
building may require some capital as well as extra attention to sanitation.
 

Budget 

Table 2 shows the estimated costs and returns for operation at reported 
capacity (I metric ton of soybeans per day) for 300 days per year with one shift.
 
This assumes an investment in physical facilities of 80,000 rupees, as shown in
 
Table 1, and price levels reported by the company as shown in the computations.
 
Because prices of vegetable oils fluctuate widely, a conservative price was used
 
in budgeting. During the five-year period 1967-1971, the average wholesale
 
price of groundnut oil was about 4,000 rupees per ton. If prices continue at
 
that level, soybean oil, which sells at a discount, should bring 3,500 rupees-or
 
more per ton at Bombay.
 

If operations could be maintained at the level and prices assumed in these 
estimates, in less than three years profits would be sufficient to pay back the 
entire investment in fixed capital. While the estimates used are believed to be 
conservative, it must be recognized that under some conditions operations might be 
less profitable than those reported here. Possible effects of operations at 
partial capacity and at a lower selling price for soy flour are considered in a 
later section.
 

If, instead of constructing a building, one were rented for 300 rupees per 
month (3,600 rupees per year) costs would be somewhat less than the 6,000 rupees 
per year budgeted for interest and depreciation on the building. Consequently, 
if the rented building were used for several years, some capital could be invested, 
if necessa-y, to adapt it to the flour-making operation without exceeding the 
building costs included in these estimates. Likewise, if an existing expeller 
could be satisfactorily modified to process soybeans, operating costs as well as 
the investment would be somewhat reduced from those shown in the estimate. 

If, to avoid investment in a dal-making machine, the dal were produced 
in hand-operated mills at 50 rupees per ton, costs apparently would increase some
what over those shown. Estimated cost of making dal with the machine is 12 rupees 
per ton, computed as follows: 

Rupees 

Interest and 
Labor to pro
Electricity 

depreciaticn (20% 
duce I ton per day 
and other expense 

Annual cost, per 
Cost per ton 

per year) 

300 tons 

2,400 
900 
300 

3,600 
12 

If oper
machine 

ations 
might 

were at less than capacity, 
be somewhat less than this 

the saving 
estimate. 

in cost by use of the 
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Table 2. Operating Costs and Returns at Capacity of One Ton per Day for 300 
Days per Year, Agro Processors, Nagpur, Maharashtra, India, 19 72

a
 

Cost Cost per Ton 

Item per Year Soybeans 

(rupees) (rupees) 

Variable costs 
Soybeans, at 1,100 rupees per ton 330,000 1,100.00
 

Labor
 
3 skilled men at 6 rupees per day 
3 unskilled men at 4 rupees per day 
5 women at 3 rupees per day 
1 supervisor at 10 rupees per day 
I clerk/accountant at 10 rupees per day 

Total (65 rupees per day) 19,500 65.00 

Electric power, 96 units per day at 0.2 rupee 5,760 19.20 

Miscellaneous expenses 4,740 15.80 

Interest on three months' working capital, 
127 per year1) 10,800 36.00 

Total variable costs 370,800 1,236.00 

Overhead costS 
luterest on fixed capital, 10Z per year 8,000 26.67 

Depreciation on facilities, 107 per year 8,000 26.67 
Total overhead costs 16,000 53.34 

lotal epenses 386,800 1,289.34 

RecULkLs (per ton of o'v.bc:ns) 
Soy flour, 0.6 ton at 1.,50 rupees per ton 270,000 900.00 
Soybean oil, 0.15 ton at 3,000 rupees per ton 135,000 450.00 
Cattle feed, 0.2 ton at 300 rupees per ton 18,000 60.00 

Total. receipts 423,000 1,410.00 

-

Net returns 
Profit 36,200 120.66 
Return on fixed capital, percent 55.2 
Per ton of soybeans 

1'roce:ising cost 189.34 
Profit 120.66 

Break-even point, tons per year 128 

al'rLces, costs, and yields are as reported by the company; yield takes account 

of 5 percent waste. As is illustrated in Table 3, if operations are for less 

than 300 days per year, processing costs per ton will be higher and profits 
lower than shown here. 

bjOrking capital is assumed to turn over within three months. 
clIuLides 10 percent interest on fixed capital in expenses. 

http:1,410.00
http:1,289.34
http:1,236.00
http:1,100.00
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Effects of Changed Conditions
 

nay 	differ from those assumed in the foregoing
In practice, some conditions 


analysis. For example, operation might be at different levels of capacity than 

shift aL full capacity used in the example. Likewise, prices of soybeansthe 	one 

Ibis section briefly conor of soybean products might differ from those shown. 


siders the effects of possible differences in these respects upon costs and 

returns from the operation.
 

various leveIs ofThese assumptions were made in budgeting operations at 


capacity:
 

and 	 so the amount of working capital, would1. 	 That variable costs, 
the 	volume of soybeans processed.
vary proportionately with 


2. 	That depreciation on facilities, like interest un fixed capital,
 

would be constant for any volume that could be processed with
 

those facilities.
 

Probably neither of these assumptions would prove fully valid in practice. It 

costs by fully 50 percent if may be impossible, for exampl,, to reduce variable 

volume is reduced by 50 percent. On the other hand, because of less wear and 
slighu1v aA processing volumetear, depreciatin on facilities might decrease 


declined. Any errors introduced by these assumption. are at least partiallv
 

relation to computed ditffeence n net returns.
compensating, and are small in 

they do not affect ccnclusions ateriallv.
Consequently, we believe 


lhis analvsi.s indicates hat, at tOu prices and yiulids used up to this
 

point in budgeting, operation at one-half of capac:tv'.ould yie!d a nolest 

profit (Table 3). At cne-fourth capacity, the business would incur a small 

loss, but, because fixed chres arc rlativcv small, tha less would not be 
for 	two shifts per day,
excessive. if the same faciiities were used at capacit 


profits would be substantial. 'hose differences refluct relatively high
 
and on-fourth of capacity,
processing costs per ton for operations at one-hal-


cost per ton with a two-shLift ope ration.
and 	a moderate reduction in 

It is possible that the average price of soybean flour might be below the
 

1,500 rupees per ton assumed up to this point (this and the other prices quoted
 

are prices at the factor, :atw). The lower price might reflect o:ther or both
 
of the product,Competitive pressure on the market or the need to market some 


Ker 	 poultry or cattle feed. To illt.Lstrate theparticularly if substandard, 

rupees per ton would reduceeffect cf a lower price, 	 an averag2 price of 1,250 


per v,,r (180 tons x 250 rupees per ton) if operation
returns by 45,0(00 rupees 
With this price, the operation would incur a
 was 	at capacity with one shift. 


loss of 8,800 rupees per 	vaf. 

On tht other hand, i: svbeans could ::e obtained at 100 rupees instead of
 
110 rupees Per quinral, costs would be reduced by 30,000 rupees per year.5ith
 

soybeans at that price, flour sold at an average of 1,250 rupees per ton, and 

alL other costs and prices the same as those previously used, the pofit from a 
Including the 10

one-shift capacity operation would be 21,200 rupees per year. 


percent interest charge, this would be a return equivalent to 36.5 percent on
 

fixed Capital. ith this combination of prices, operation at one-half of
 

capacity wouli produce a small pro fit.
 

JS. ob.oj ,:<u:. 1.250 rupees per ton would be priced competitively with
 

b,: a ,n' :Ch- ,:m i',or) and with gr mundnut flour, and would .av, i large
 

po, Y .,,-a-.. 
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Comparison with Solvent Extraction
 

Because a 	well-equipped, carefully operated solvent extraction plant
 

can produce soybean flour of high quality, a smalldesigned to process soybeans 

solvent extraction operation might be considered as an alternative to thij 

modified expeller facility. Rough comparisons will be made of investments and 

operating budgets with a 10-ton-per-day solvent plant (the smallest for which 

estimates have been provided by suppliers) designed to process soybeans and 

operated at various proportions of capacity. In these comparisons, the operating 

by the equipment supplier for a plant producingcosts used are those eLtlmated 

oil and meal. These may understate the costs of making flour. Yield assumed 

for the solvent plant is 18 percent oil, 60 percent flour, 17 percent cattle feed, 

and 5 percent waste. In other respects, the assumptions and basis of computations 

ale the same as those used in preceding sections. 

Returns per Year from Expeller Operations atTable 3. 	 Estimated Costs and 


Various Levels of Capacity with the Same Facilities,
 

Agro Processors, Nagpur, 'Maharashtra, India, 1972 

One-Shift Operations Tl\wo Shifts 

One-fourth One-half Full at Full
 

Item 	 Capacity Capacity Capacity Capacity 

75 150 300 300
Operating 	days 


Variable costs, rupees 92,700 185,000 370,800 741,600 

16,000 16,000Overhead costs, rupees 16,000 16,000 

Total expenses, rupees 108,730 201,400 386,800 757,600 

Receipts, 	 rupees 105,750 211,500 423,000 846,000 

Profit or loss, rupees -2,950 +10,100 +36,200 +88,400
 

Return on 	fixed
 
6.3 22.6 55.2 120.5
capital, percenta 

Per ton of soybeans 

Processi,,, cost, rupees 350 243 189 163 

+67 +121 +147
Profit or 	loss, rupees -39 


alncludes 	 10 percent interest :harged in expenses. 

This comparison emphasizes the great difference in investment in facilities, 

10-ton solvent extraction plant as for thewhich is L8 times as large for the 

modified expeller operation (Table 4). In the solvent extraction plant, the 

large investment in facilities results in very substantial charges for interest 

per ton are someand depreciation on fixed capital. Direct operating expenses 

what [esis and the yield of oil slightly higher for the solvent extraction 

operation than for tHie modified expeller. Nevertheless, because of the heavy 

fixed costs associated with the large capital investment, costs per ton of 

pr ce-uSing in the solvent extraction plant and the rate of return on fixed 

cap ital are comparable with those of the modified expeller operation only when
 

the solvent plant is operated at or near its rated capacity of 10 tons per day.
 

Reflecting the very heavy expense for interest and depreciation on physical
 
capacity the solvent extractionfacilities, whe-i used at only 10 or 20 percent of 


plant would have very high costs per ton and would incur large losses.
 



Table 4. 	 Summary Comparison of Investments in Physical Facilities, Operating Costs, and Returns from 
a 10-Ton Solvent Extraction Plant at Various Levels of Capacity and from a Modified Expeller 
Plant, India, 1972
 

10-Ton Solvent Planta Modified Expeller 
At 10 Tons At 5 Tons At 2 Tons At 1 Ton at 1 Ton 

Item per Day per Day per Day per Day per Day 

(rupees)
 

Investment in physical facilities 1,450,000 1,450,000 1,450,000 1,450,000 80,000 
Operating expenses 

Soybeans @ 1,100 rupees, ger ton 3,300,000 1,650,000 660,000 330,000 330,000 
Direct processing costs 129,000 64,500 25,800 12,900 30,000 

Interest on 3 months' working 
capital (@ 12%) 102,870 51,435 20,574 10,287 10,800 

Interest and depreciation on 
fixed capital (10% for eaci-) 290,COO 290,000 290,000 220,000 16,000 

Total expenses 3,821,870 2,055,935 996,374 643,187 386,800 

Receipts 
Flour 2,700,000 1,350,000 540,000 270,000 270,000 
Oil 1,620,000 810,000 324,90l 162,000 135,000 
Cattle feed 153,000 76,500 30,600 15,300 18,000 

Total receipts 4,473,O-. 2,236,500 894,600 447,300 423,000 

Net return 
Profit or loss +651,130 +180,565 -101,774 -195,887 +36,200 

Return on fixed capital, percentc +54.9 +22.5 +3.0 -3.5 +55.2 

Per ton of soybeans (rupees) 
Processing cost 174 271 561 1,044 189 
Profit or loss +217 +120 -170 -653 +121 

aThe estimate of the investment in the 10-ton solvent extraction plant and of direct processing costs of 
that plant are from data provided by De Smet (India) Private Limited in 1971. Interest and depreciation 
charges were computed by the authors on the basis of investments and other costs shown. Estimated costs 
at 5, 2, and i tons per day were computed on the basis of the assumptions stated in the section on "Effects 
of Changed Conditions." These estimates emphasize the importance of operating the solvent extraction plant 
at full capacity. bAt 43 rupees per ton for solvent plant.

Clncludes 	10 percent interest charged in expenses. 
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For a business expecting to process only one or a few tons of soybeans per
 

day, solvent extraction requires a very large amount of capital. Because of the
 

heavy fixed costs associated with such a large investment, an operation of that
 

type risks heavy losses if the plant is used at only a small percentage of capacity. 

The modified expeller operation involves much less capital and less risk. If 

necessary, its capacity can be increased by multiple-shift operations, by use of 

somewhat larger equipment, or by duplicating equipment that limits output. 

Because the price of soybean flour as used in these computations is con
that is marketed for livestocksiderably above the price of soybean meal or cake 

feed, risk may be higher for a flour-producing operation of the type that has 

been budgeted than for a conventional processing operation that produces oil and 

sells meal or cake for feed. If the prot-ein were sold as meal or cake at 600 

rupees per ton, instead of flour at 1,500 rupees per ton, receipts would be about 

two-fifths less than those shown in the budget. Even if operated at maxinum 

capacity, neither thu modified e.:peller operation nor the small solvent extraction 

operation und,2r consideration could hope to break even under those conditions. 

lHowevlr, Ole .imoLUnt of Loss that would be incurred if the flour-marketing opera
betion werC unSuccessIul or if the business failed for some other reason would 

much less with the modified expeller than with the solvent operation. 

An expeller operation also has an advantage in procuring soybeans. In a 

situation such as that in India, where sovbean production is small, and dispersed 

and transportation is expensive, it is possible to acquire the volume of soybeans 

needed for a small expeller operation more easily and at lower cost than supplies 

can be assembled for a solvent extraction plant. Greater assurance of having 

enough soybeans to operate tne plant efficiently, and lower cost of soybeans 

delivered at the plant, are additional advantages of an expeller operation under 

these conditions. 




